
THE SAGA OF HALLS HEAD BOWLING CLUB 

By Terry Gilchrist 

You got a feeling that things are not quite right when a lady walked on the green, Ben 

tried to Rayner in, and Bill had to Warner that Rod was out to Connor, and that Don 

would Carter her away if she didn’t buy them drinks. The Pint Club was already 

swilling them down, happily being serviced by a couple of local Butlers. 

Just then Les Saunders into the clubrooms along with Jarvo and Jammo followed by 

Gumbo and a couple of Johnno’s, I think Peter Nimmo was there to, they wanted a vote, 

but the I’s had it and in walked Gianatti and Guelfi followed by Con Funazzi. 

A game started when Les tossed a Coyne and Kevin Lobb’d the jack straight into the 

ditch, that was the best drive for the Day, and Bob yelled out that was a Savage one 

Keith, that could have finished up out the back of Burke replied John. 

Meanwhile out in the carpark Bill pulled up in his Morgan and Greg was close behind 

in his Morris there was Little room for Peter but Moore for Tony, and Ken said he was 

Wright to park where he did, and with no bays left Rudi was a Loser. We need multi 

story parking Towers, cried Simon as he looked for somewhere to park his bike.  

Back inside someone yelled out, did the Colonel bring the chicken, or was it 

McDonalds? 

Murray was saying they were very Crisp, just as Greg called from the kitchen that Bob 

had Plater’d them up after dropping them in the sand. 

That’s O’Kay called Kelly, but where are the plastic knives and forks? You won’t find 

them said Ron they’ve been missing for two Summers at least. 

Don’t use the Steele cutlery said Graham, Nor wood cried Tom, I’ve seen what 

Hamburger Harry uses then for.  

With all this going on Marius was accused of being a Burgler as someone’s drink was 

missing and just as Larry was going to Reid out the charges, Michael was caught Bare 

handed Sticken poor Eddie in the Gardin that Andre had just planted out and helped to 

the Max by Neil the Potter. In the corner Graeme was mixing some Grout for the wall 

when he heard a yell and looked up to see Max Doncon someone over the head with a 

bowling arm.  

Stop the Harris-ment cried Paul you should be trying to Foster relationships like 

Stewart and look at Jeff he’s been to Allen back. Just then Ewen popped up and said he 

has a few Apps on his phone that shows how to make a trophy out of Brophy which 

made Wayne Hough cough and Ashley Kemble tremble and Alan Grieve a little. 

Someone mentioned another coffee shop was coming to the Peel area, Norm thought 

Doug might know if it was near Myers. That wouldn’t be Smart said John there are too 

many now, but I hope it’s not a Starbucks. 


